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Organisations today must embrace disruption and volatility as a way of life. 
Business leaders across all sectors face tremendous challenges as they strive 
to grow and stay competitive – from complex market conditions to changing 
customer behaviours and regulatory requirements.

The need to be agile and adaptable in a rapidly changing and challenging 
environment became very evident when the COVID-19 global pandemic struck 
in 2020. This pandemic led to the severe disruption of global economic activity 
with unprecedented consequences. Many businesses around the world were 
affected by supply chain interruptions and falling demands for their products 
and services as lockdowns were mandated in many countries. In the face of 
ongoing uncertainties and challenges, it is crucial for companies to transform 
the way they work and do business to stay ahead of the evolving situation.

Digital technology is also revolutionising the way that business is conducted. 
The convergence of computing, data, artificial intelligence and universal 
connectivity is reshaping operations in every industry. This ‘Fourth Industrial 
Revolution’, also known as Industry 4.0, offers businesses huge opportunities 
to drive efficiency and gain greater customer insights. However, it also 
threatens established operations, creating new competitors and risks to 
security and reputation.

Southeast Asia is fast becoming a major economic force in Asia and a driver of 
global growth. As the ASEAN Economic Community works towards 
transforming the economies of its member states into a single market and 
production base, organisations in the region must continuously adapt their 
products and services if they are to meet consumers’ changing needs.

Vietnam is one of four ASEAN’s economies in the world’s fastest growing economy 
list as well as an attractive investment destination with the geopolitical, economical 
and social competitive advantages. Businesses who are now operating or intending 
to expand to Vietnam need to find ways to optimize their own advantages and 
navigate regional and global challenges at the same time. 

Deloitte’s value

With over 30 years of experience in Vietnam, Deloitte Vietnam with over 1,200 
professionals, offers innovative solutions to help you navigate these complexities, 
stay competitive in the disruptive times. 

Two offices of Deloitte Vietnam in Hanoi & Ho Chi Minh City are part of the Deloitte 
Southeast Asia’s network comprising of 21 offices. Beyond ASEAN, Deloitte SEA 
and the Deloitte firms in Australia, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, South Asia 
and Taiwan have joined together to create Deloitte Asia Pacific. 

This increase in scale enables us to serve our clients even more seamlessly across 
the region and provide them with innovative and differentiated services from a 
wide range of geographies, businesses and industry sectors.

Our practices share insights, expertise and deep industry knowledge and 
operating as one firm enables us to have unparalleled knowledge of the challenges 
facing intra-regional and fast-growing enterprises in Asia Pacific. 

Succeeding in a rapidly
changing Vietnam & region
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Global reach

Working with Deloitte means engaging with our smart, dynamic 
teams globally. Our people are relentless questioners, skilled in 
diverse disciplines. In every engagement, we combine deep sector 
specialisation with a breadth of subject matter knowledge and 
experience.

We help you transform your capabilities in:

• Growing your business

• Developing talent

• Managing risks

• Maximising performance

• Establishing good governance

• Capitalising on digital and technology innovation

Our global network of member firms serves nearly 90% of the 
Fortune Global 500® and thousands of private companies. 
Building on our 175-plus year history, Deloitte spans more than 
150 countries and territories and has over 456,000 worldwide.

In FY2023, Deloitte’s aggregate member firm revenue increased 
to US$64.9 billion, a 14.9% increase in local currency from 
FY2022. In addition to being recognised as the strongest and 
most valuable commercial services brand in the world for the fifth 
consecutive year by Brand Finance, Deloitte is now ranked on the 
World’s Best Workplaces list.

We are fully equipped to help you to take on the challenges of a 
changing world so that you can seize the opportunities of this 
new era.
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Legal support wherever business takes you
Organisations need skilled legal advisors who can assist with day-to-day activities 
as well as in complex business transactions. 

Our experienced and solution-driven Deloitte Legal lawyers provide holistic 
guidance on strategic business decisions that can increase efficiency and achieve 
your commercial objectives while reducing the cost of routine legal activities. 

By combining senior cross-border experience with deep-seated local law 
experience, the Deloitte Legal network across Southeast Asia provides

holistic legal services in numerous practice areas and industry sectors which 
include corporate restructuring, mergers & acquisitions, financial services, 
infrastructure projects, structured finance, international trade, employment and 
general commercial work. 

The Deloitte Legal practices in Southeast Asia are licensed Law Practices and are 
members of the global Deloitte Legal network that comprises over 2,500 legal 
professionals in more than 75 countries.

 

 
 
 

Growing your business 
As businesses continue to face complex economic, regulatory, and social environments, it is more important than ever for senior 

executives to take a holistic view in understanding their organization and positioning it for future profitability and growth. 

However, managing growth is complicated. Business leaders may be unsure of how to make winning choices in their most 

significant strategic issues or how to prioritise their investments in order to grow sustainably. 

Deloitte’s value 

Expanding your business into foreign countries can be daunting especially with the complex rules and regulations but we are 

able to assist you to grow your business. Deloitte’s strategy and operations team helps organisations to plan, grow and 

structure their operations to deliver improved business performance, drive shareholder value and create a competitive, 

sustainable advantage.  

We have a strong record of helping organisations navigate effectively through the challenging environment and to transform in 

order to deliver new value. Our network of business and technology professionals, as well as extensive industry-specific 

experience, means we can rapidly collaborate with you to develop a transformation vision and strategy to grow your business. 
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Strategy and

operations

From evaluating growth 
opportunities to improving 
finance and operations 
functions and managing 
impactful transformation

programmes, our global 
network of strategy and 
operations professionals 
collaborates intimately with 

you to link strategic vision to 
flawless execution. We use 
cutting-edge approaches 
embedded with deep 

industry knowledge and 
experience to develop and 
execute integrated, tailored 
strategies to meet the future 
with confidence.

We help you to transform and grow your business through the following services:

Initial public

offerings

Drawing on our extensive public 
listing experience, expertise and 
track record, our Disruptive 
Events Assurance Services 
professionals can assist you to 
become a successful public 
company. 

Our specialist knowledge of the 
regulatory requirements for 
Southeast Asia’s exchanges and 
key markets around the globe 
equips us to help you address 
the complexities of cross-border 
listings, and fulfil post-offering 
reporting requirements.

Valuation

services

Deloitte has extensive experience 
and deep expertise in valuing 
different asset classes including

businesses, financial instruments 
and derivatives, intangible assets 
and intellectual property rights,

plant and machinery, and real 
estate. Our experience extends 
to a variety of commercial 
contexts. These include M&A, 
regulatory and taxation, 
reorganization and restructuring, 
litigation and dispute resolution, 
and financial reporting. 

Finance and treasury

tax advisory

Tax reforms adopted around the 
globe, often in response to the 
Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development 
(OECD) initiatives, can have 
significant tax implications for your 
finance and treasury functions. To

respond effectively, you must be 
able to identify cash and risk 
exposures, understand liquidity 
positions, manage foreign 
exchange volatility, and deploy or 
repatriate cash.

Our finance and treasury tax 
specialists can help you navigate 
the domestic and international tax 
landscapes. We assess global 
finance and treasury policies 
through a tax lens. From fund 
advancement to cash pooling and 
restructuring, we can help assess 
tax attributes, advise on available 
tax incentives, respond to 
regulatory changes, and mitigate 
risk.

Business model

transformation

Our consultants are ready to 
help you capture new growth 
opportunities, reduce costs, 
improve efficiencies, and stay 
ahead of consumer 
preferences. We help 
organisations set and execute 
their strategic vision and 
dramatically improve business

performance.

M&A tax due diligence

and structuring

Complex business transactions— mergers, 
acquisitions, joint ventures, equity 
investments, and divestitures—require the 
dedicated attention of experienced 
financial, accounting, legal and tax 
professionals.

At Deloitte, our multidisciplinary approach 
brings together M&A professionals with 
industry and tax technical specialists to 
analyse and quantify macro and deal-
specific tax risks and opportunities; 
determine tax asset quality; and identify 
potential hidden tax costs, contingencies, 
and commitments. On both buy and sell 
side, we can conduct diligence inquiries, 
highlight significant tax risks, model 
alternative tax approaches, and analyse
the effects of multiple acquisition 
structures on future cash flows and 
earnings. In addition, we can help 
companies navigate the myriad tax 
complexities arising from cross-border 
transactions, including advising on tax-
optimal deal structures and instruments, 
as well as commenting on tax aspects in 
the transaction legal documents. We also 
advise on tax strategies to facilitate post-
merger integration of acquired businesses. 
Our focus is on optimising your tax 
position, maximising tax synergies and 
attributes, and meeting the needs of all 
stakeholders, including lenders and 
management.
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At Deloitte, we make an impact that matters with our clients by addressing their specific needs through a deep 
understanding of their business. This includes having dedicated teams with experienced and knowledgeable professionals 
who offer customised solutions to help them grow and achieve their goals.

Meeting the specialised 
needs of clients from
key markets

High net worth individuals 
and family enterprises
advisory

Recognising the unique business needs of clients from China, 
Korea, Japan and Europe, we have specialist teams focused
on supporting them as they invest in Vietnam. 

Our teams serve multinational companies already operating in Vietnam, as well as those that wish to 
expand into the region. Whether a business is contemplating market entry or embarking on a merger or 
acquisition, our specialised groups help implement cross-border investment strategies and navigate 
associated risks.

Bilingual professionals in each of our groups are familiar with relevant cultures and business issues and 
able to communicate fluently in local languages. Combined with our extensive experience and 
knowledge, we work with the various service lines within Deloitte to deliver seamless services to meet 
your specialised requirements.

Japanese Service Group European Service Group

Korean Service GroupChinese Service Group

Deloitte Private caters to the specific needs of high-net-
worth individuals, family businesses, and private 
enterprises. We recognise that there is a growing demand 
for services to help such clients accelerate growth in their

businesses and preserve their private wealth, whilst protecting and extending their legacy. As a result, we 
have specialised offerings relating to cost efficient business and wealth structuring; fund structuring, 
family governance, family office creation and review; succession planning; and next-generation education 
and leadership.

Our tax specialists help such businesses and individuals understand, plan and execute effective business 
and tax strategies. We keep up with potential and new legislation and evolving markets, offering services 
tailored to each family’s unique circumstances. Our advice spans income tax advisory and compliance 
services, helping to address the complex inter-relationships of a privately held business and its owners, 
family offices and employees. We can assist with owner and wealth planning, including wealth 
preservation and the transition of wealth to future generations.
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Developing your talent  

In today’s economy, attracting and retaining talent is a top priority. A multi-generational, global workforce capable of working through 

distributed computer networking systems is now a vital requirement for companies which seek to focus on global growth and scale, 

boost innovation, comply with constant regulatory change and meet the demands of a post-digital world. Acquiring and developing 

such a workforce, however, can present business leaders with a new wave of human resource (HR) and organisational challenges.  

Demand is driving the talent market. Megatrends such as globalisation and mobility mean that today’s open talent economy 

works in a more collaborative, transparent, and technology-enabled way than ever before. Employers and employees can now 

seek each other out on a playing field that is both broader and more level than anything businesses have dealt with in the past.  

To find and retain the talent they need in this increasingly complex environment, business leaders must rethink talent strategies 

at all stages of the employee life cycle. New, innovative HR programmes, including total rewards, and learning and performance 

management initiatives, are required to attract and keep critically needed talent.  

Deloitte’s value  

As a global leader in human capital consulting, Deloitte brings a unique combination of industry, business and HR talent, and 

analytics know-how to help you design and execute effective human capital solutions. Our professionals are broad-based business 

consultants who specialise in integrating HR issues with broader business strategy. By continuously developing new tools and 

methodologies, we can enhance your organisation’s performance, productivity and profitability.  

Our human capital capabilities cover areas such as HR strategy, transformation audit, change management and design. We also specialise in 

incentives and compensation; personal tax, compliance and immigration; employee communication; and learning and development to create value 

for businesses through people. 
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We can help you to design and execute effective solutions to overcome your human resource challenges through our following services:

Organisation

transformation

A combination of regulatory changes, new 
technologies and often pending mergers and 
acquisitions are putting today’s businesses 
under pressure to transform. This pressure 
creates significant challenges including the 
need for a new organisational design, culture 
and behaviours, and the right leadership and
talent. Deloitte’s Organisation Transformation
& Talent team tailors solutions powered
by analytics and insight to drive sustainable
change.

Shaping workplace

culture 

Executing a winning business strategy
requires engaged and motivated employees
with shared beliefs, common behaviours
and a collective goal. Deloitte helps business
leaders understand and actively shape a
workplace culture to support their business
strategy. We also pinpoint existing cultural
strengths and gaps, and help organisations
continuously cultivate the culture that is right
for them.

Mobility, immigration, HR and

payroll services 

With remote work, contingent workers and 
temporary assignments on the rise, your 
workforce is increasingly mobile. When an
individual crosses a border to work, such
movement can have HR, immigration, payroll
and tax ramifications.

Our team of Tax specialists can help you
understand the strategic and operational
implications of a mobile workforce, including 
compliance obligations, digital solutions, policy 
writing, benchmarking, cost projections and 
application processing, to support the needs 
of both the HR department and mobile 
employees

1

Reward, employment tax, 

Share plans, HR and payroll 

advisory

To stay competitive, organisations need to
design and offer attractive compensation
and benefit plans in a way that is cost-
ceffective, tax-efficient and compliant. Our 
teams of compensation and HR specialists 
can help your organisation create local and 
global reward programs that benefit both 
employees and employers, and align with 
talent strategies and diverse workforce 
needs.

We evaluate compensation-related tax 
matters at all stages of a company’s life 
cycle, including mergers, acquisitions, 
divestitures and general corporate 
restructuring. We can also work with you to 
evaluate and identify total reward programs, 
incentives, and benefits that are attractive 
to employees and provide an efficient 
return on investment.
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Deloitte Executive Programmes 
CxOs of tomorrow are expected to lead, navigate and drive transformation to deliver business value in 
times of volatility, complexity and ambiguity. The world is also rapidly turning all-digital, signifying the 
need for a leader’s mind-set to shift from a mere sustained business performance to one that 
leverages and integrates digital and technology into the corporate strategy and DNA.

Deloitte SEA’s CxO Executive Programmes feature a series of role-based propositions – covering 
current and aspiring CEOs, CFOs, CIOs, CROs, CHROs and more – that deliver immersive lab 
experiences, points of view, forums, insights and solutions to prepare and equip experienced and 
aspiring CxOs to lead through the different stages of their career. The programmes harness the 
Deloitte network’s broad domain capabilities and a multidisciplinary team of leaders and subject 
matter specialists to help CxOs make an impact and add value in their organisations. 

Leadership

development

For most businesses, leadership remains the
top human capital concern. Companies need
to develop new leaders faster and equip them
with the ability to meet global challenges.

Deloitte believes that with proper guidance
and investment, people at all levels of an
organisation can become effective leaders. We
bring the power of science and a business-
oriented approach to help organisations
create globally aware, innovative leaders who 
are ready to make decisions quickly and 
effectively. 

Workforce

solutions

The global workforce is increasingly mobile
and technologically savvy. Organisations
need to align workforce mobility operations
with business and talent strategies, including
those focused on attracting and retaining top
talent.

Our teams of HR, Tax and Technology 
specialists can help you to identify and
implement the workforce technology and
data analytics needed to manage and
support a diverse mobile workforce. We
will guide you through a digital journey to
understand what is available now and what
lies ahead.
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Managing risks  

Managing a business in this current complex and ambiguous environment comes with various types of risk, with some being so critical 

that they can potentially destroy a business. It is therefore critical that organisations must be able to pre-emptively sense risks and 

strategically mitigate them in order to be successful.  

Any number of events can disrupt the sustainability of a global business and undermine its competitive edge – from pandemics 

like COVID-19, natural disasters and terrorism to cyber security challenges such as a computer virus or data leakage - especially 

in this era of global digitalisation. As new risks emerge and existing ones become more complex, efficient risk management is 

vital.  

In addition, with the onset of the fourth industrial revolution, organisations can no longer afford to ignore ‘black swan’ and 

‘black elephant’ events. While ‘black swans’ are unpredictable events with extreme consequences, ‘black elephants’ - which 

originate from the ‘elephant in the room’ concept - are problems which are predictable and likely to happen but which no one 

wants to deal with.  

Deloitte’s value  

Deloitte believes that risk management is not simply about making people more aware of risks and more proficient at managing 

them. Rather, our approach is to intelligently manage risks through SMART - our acronym for Sensing, Mitigating, Acknowledging & 

Alignment, Remodelling and Transformation. This will enable businesses to not only understand the new era of risks but have 

mechanisms to sense, analyse, mitigate and transform their organisations accordingly to fulfil their purpose and remain sustainable 

while continuing to grow profitably. Using risk analytics, our specialists will work with you to assess the risks you are exposed to and 

integrate risk management across your business and strategic processes. Our goal is to leave organisations better able to sense both visible 

and less visible risks and to take appropriate pre-emptive risk measures to create value while responding to and mitigating risks more appropriately. 
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These services can help you effectively manage the risks to which your business is exposed:

SMART

services

Our risk-intelligent SMART
(Sensing, Mitigating, Acknowledging &
Alignment, Remodelling and
Transformation) approach helps you 
address the entire spectrum of 
emerging risks. These range from
technological disruption to cyber and 
geopolitical trends. Our innovative 
solutions also cover pursuing 
intelligent risk-taking to create value.

Cyber risk

services

Global companies must combat an 
endless stream of cyber security 
threats while demonstrating 
regulatory compliance in all 
jurisdictions in which they operate.
Deloitte’s broad expertise enables us 
to address a full range of security 
issues – from identity theft, data
security breaches and information 
leaks to cyber security and system 
outages. We ensure cyber security
practices are aligned to an 
organisation’s digital strategy, 
governance framework and risk 
appetite, to reduce exposure to cyber 
attacks and ensure the organisation
remains secure, vigilant and
resilient. 

Digital and

technology risk

Deloitte helps you develop proactive 
and holistic digital and technology 
risk strategies to control information
and operational risks efficiently and 
within desired tolerances. We work 
with you to transform, optimise
and adapt your approach to 
intelligent risk management, while 
using innovation to sense, identify, 
create and deliver value faster. More
importantly, we draw on our deep 
expertise and full breadth of 
functional capabilities to help you 
innovate. This way, we can help you 
implement solutions designed to 
deliver business outcomes with far-
reaching impact and sustainable
results.

Controls, assurance and

continuous monitoring

We assist organisations to mitigate 
the risks associated with internal 
systems, business processes, 
projects, applications, data and
third-party reliance through 
continuous monitoring. Our 
integrated information and controls 
assurance services include internal 
audit; contract risk and compliance; 
and sustainability and climate
change risk services.

Regulatory and financial

risk compliance

We help you tackle broad issues of 
corporate governance and 
regulatory compliance and financial 
risk management. We also provide 
specialized assistance in key areas 
such as financial advice and 
reporting, information technology, 
human capital, anti-fraud measures
and dispute resolution.
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Corporate

tax compliance

An ever-growing roster of tax rules, 
increasingly rigorous and coordinated 
enforcement, and competition for 
skilled talent continue to make 
corporate tax compliance a challenge
for many organisations. In addition, 
the complexity multiplies when an 
organisation expands into new
markets or adopts new business 
models.

Our corporate tax compliance
services offers you an efficient way to 
handle the corporate tax compliance 
workload and meet reporting 
obligations and deadlines. We pair 
tax compliance services, including co-
sourcing and outsourcing
options, with a suite of integrated tax 
technologies designed to provide
transparency and help taxpayers 
meet their obligations effectively and
affordably. We combine extensive 
reach with deep local knowledge and 
experience, delivered with the 
flexibility to address a full range of tax
compliance needs.

Tax

controversy

Multinational organisations spend 
enormous time and resources 
managing tax controversies and 
disputes across numerous 
jurisdictions.

We can help to prepare you for audit 
readiness assessments and provide 
support for tax treaty procedures 
and application for advanced pricing
agreements. In addition, we can
assist you to develop strategies
to manage the impact of tax
controversies and minimise potential 
disputes. We will work across all tax 
fields, including domestic tax, 
international tax, transfer pricing, 
indirect tax and specialty areas, 
allowing you to confidently manage 
tax controversy globally.

Transfer pricing

documentation

Businesses are under increasing 
pressure to find efficient ways of 
managing transfer pricing 
documentation. The evolving OECD 
recommendations are being
expanded with additional local
legislative requirements and tax
authorities expecting local detail and 
precision when scrutinising it under 
audit.

Our transfer pricing specialists
help organisations with the tactical 
and strategic aspects of transfer 
pricing documentation. Beyond 
developing compliant transfer pricing 
documentation, we will work with you 
to enhance your transfer pricing
documentation processes and
operating model, including balancing 
internal capabilities with those of 
Deloitte’s teams, and adopting 
approaches, tools and technology 
that improve efficiency and generate
valuable insights.

Trade & customs duty and

export compliance

Companies engaged in global
trade face complex import, 
export and border security 
customs and regulations. 
Managing global supply
chains requires navigating the 
laws of multiple jurisdictions to 
maintain compliance, extract 
benefits and keep costs low.

Our teams of export 
compliance specialists advise 
on duties, taxes, risks 
penalties and consequences 
of non-compliance. We can 
help you standardise and 
automate trade and
customs duty compliance 
processes, allowing your 
organisation to operate
more efficiently with lower risk.

TAX
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Maximizing performance 
In an increasingly competitive marketplace, organizations must seek new ways to reinvent their operations and modernize 

how their employees work. To establish high-performance processes, it is often necessary to implement new technologies, 

streamline management and embrace innovation to increase effectiveness.  

Deloitte’s value  

Drawing on deep business and industry experience, knowledge and skills, we help clients to improve profitability and 

productivity by devising innovative business performance optimization solutions to improve your business processes and 

reduce costs. These could include introducing new technologies, improving the operational efficiency across the supply 

chain and streamlining your day-to-day management activities. Our team of data-scientists as well as business and 

domain specialists will help you to gain a deeper understanding of your business issues through a range of approaches 

and solutions based on an analysis of your entire value chain.  

We can also help you to use analytics to generate insights from the big data in your organization so that you can make 

smarter decisions that drive strategy and improve performance. In addition to being able to look into the past to provide 

hindsight into what has happened, analytics will provide insights into what is happening today and foresight into what might 

happen in the future which will be useful in scenario planning and predictive modelling.  
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We can help you to maximise the performance of your business through these services: 

Business performance

improvement

Tax technology 

consulting and support

Having the right technology can

make your tax department more

effective as streamlining and

automating processes can free up

tax professionals to focus on high-
value work.

We can help you to identify,

design, implement and maintain

systems to transform the

processes, governance and risk

assessment of your tax function

enhancing its accuracy and

transparency.

We understand complex tax

requirements and have the

technology, tools and automation

to help improve your tax data

management, reporting and

analytics. This includes evaluating

tax policy and strategy, integrating

systems, improving internal

processes and controls, or

implementing third-party or

proprietary software.

Indirect tax recovery

and advisory

Faced with opportunities to

recover domestic and foreign

sales and use taxes—including

value added tax (VAT) and goods

and services tax (GST)—many

businesses rely on time-consuming 
manual processes to

prepare refund claims and submit

the claims to the tax authorities.

Our indirect tax recovery

professionals provide advice

and practical support to help

organisations process and

manage VAT/GST refunds

more effectively. We support

an end-to-end process, from

opportunity identification through

data collection and analysis,

preparation and submission of

refund claims, to any necessary

follow-ups. We leverage

proprietary tools and technology

to streamline processes and

increase transparency, reducing

the time and expense of VAT/GST 
recovery.

Finance and accounting

process solutions

As a company grows, its

financial accounting operations

must grow with it. Deloitte’s

client service teams combine

powerful technology and flexible

integration capabilities to

automate accounting workflows;

reduce operational accounting

costs; and generate timely,

accurate financial information that

support data-driven decisions.

We can support you with

transactional bookkeeping,

statutory and management

reporting, business controls,

budgeting, analytics, accounts

payable and receivable

processing, treasury support,

temporary finance management

and year-end closing.

We help you improve profitability

and business productivity with

insights based on rigorous

analysis. By challenging

conventional wisdom, we observe

factors that companies might have

missed and assist in making tough

decisions. We then implement

our advice so that you realise the

benefits long after our work is

done. 

Deloitte Greenhouse 
Experience  
The Deloitte Greenhouse Experience is Deloitte’s 
problem solving and innovation accelerator, created to 
help clients achieve breakthroughs in business problem-
solving, executive alignment and action planning.

When we design Greenhouse experiences, we harness 
the breadth and scale of Deloitte’s business capabilities, 
which allows us to bring the precise insights our clients 
need to accelerate their businesses. Each experience is 
tailored to address our client’s toughest business 
challenges through thoughtfully designed Lab
experiences.

Part of a global network of over 40 Greenhouses, 
Deloitte SEA’s Greenhouse is located in Singapore and
offers an innovative environment and methodology that 
changes the way clients solve business challenges.
By taking participants outside of their everyday 
environments, Greenhouse sessions disrupt 
conventional thinking, spur creativity, bring about new 
perspectives, and lead to tangible solutions.
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Establishing good governance  

Today’s businesses face greater stakeholder expectations and public scrutiny than ever before. Growing concerns about public 

health, societal issues and environmental sustainability are encouraging governments to tighten the regulation of goods and 

services. This development can be especially challenging for large, multinational organizations that are exposed to a complex 

array of different regulatory issues across a wide spectrum of geographies and product categories.  

 

As new markets open, the financial accounting of Southeast Asian organizations must also meet global standards. 

Financial accounting has now become much more complicated with the move to International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) for many of the world’s public companies.  

 

As some major industry players in the region have already realized, success requires a step change in their regulatory 

awareness and engagement. Businesses that are thoroughly prepared with a strategic response to these challenges will 

be best positioned to mitigate risks and capitalise on opportunities.  

 

An effective governance framework can prevent corporate scandals and fraud as well as enhance an organization’s image 

as a self-policing, responsible entity in the eyes of its stakeholders.  

 

Deloitte’s value  

 

Our Deloitte professionals can help you to understand your responsibilities and assess the effectiveness of your organization ’s 

governance processes by reviewing your policies, procedures and terms of reference. We benchmark your governance processes against 

best practices and work with you to develop solutions to close the gaps, enabling you to implement corporate governance processes that meet 

the needs of your business. We also help you to comply with the rapidly changing country specific regulations.  
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We provide the following services to help you to identify and close any gaps, thus enabling you to implement best corporate governance practices

Due

diligence

Corporate

Governance

Regulatory

compliance

We assist boards and their 
members to become more 
effective in overseeing their 
organisation’s key risks, strategy, 
and overall governance structure. 
These include performing 
assessments to evaluate current 
governance structures, policies 
and procedures; informing 
organisations of leading practices 
related to the oversight of key risks 
and challenges through interactive 
role-play scenario; and 
benchmarking board practices 
against leading practices and those 
of peer companies. We can also 
help to onboard new chairs and 
board members through our 
Board Effectiveness Lab, as part of 
our unique ‘Greenhouse’ set of 
solutions.

Audit of financial

statements

Our team of regulatory consultants

deliver comprehensive consulting

and advisory services to help

organisations manage evolving

regulatory risks and adapt to more

complicated regulatory and control

environments.

We offer clients a deep knowledge of

industry-specific regulations, along

with tools and methodologies to

transform the processes needed to

mitigate risks and stay compliant.

Our capabilities include assessing

policies and procedures and

designing an effective operating

model built from analytics and sound

reporting structures that allow for

ongoing measurement and analysis.

We also test and monitor compliance

activities and, in some instances,

manage them. 

Audit is much more than just the 
numbers that tell a story of past 
accomplishments. At Deloitte, we 
understand the most important 
decisions are the ones you are yet 
to make. This is why we use audit 
to show where things stand now, 
and to understand the trends that 
are shaping tomorrow, to help 
inform the next step in a rapidly 
transforming world. With this 
assurance, organisations can look 
ahead with strength and 
confidence.

Companies undertaking acquisitions

should be familiar with their business 
counterparties’ qualifications, 
reputation, work scope and way of 
doing business. Any suspicion of 
regulatory non-compliance should 
trigger an investigation for signs of 
wrongdoing. Working with other

Deloitte member firms, we provide

an Integrity Due Diligence service

that uncovers comprehensive

information about the background,

integrity and reputation of selected

individuals and entities.
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Forensic Tax process improvement

and governance

Tax law and compliance 
requirements are constantly 
changing and an organisation’s tax 
department is expected to 
constantly refine tax processes 
and governance to support 
evolving operations and changing 
tax landscapes.

Deloitte can help you meet the

challenge by evaluating and

benchmarking current tax policies 
and strategy and supporting 
structural updates to operating 
models, roles, responsibilities, 
skills, controls and performance 
metrics. We will work with

you to improve management 
oversight, and control by 
establishing short and long-term 
goals, developing key performance 
indicators and designing an 
organisational plan that supports

your vision.

In the face of increasing regulation,

risks and vulnerabilities that come

from global money laundering, 
bribery and corruption, fraud, 
litigation and financial 
mismanagement, threats

to the reputation and value of your

business have never been more

widespread.

Deloitte Forensic connects deep

technical and industry insight with

cutting-edge technology to provide

tailored solutions to the most

complex investigations and disputes.

Regardless of location or industry,

decades of global experience allow

us to deliver focused resolutions to

issues threatening your business

today.

With the largest and the most 
experienced global Forensic practice,

we offer full integration of services in

Financial Crime Advisory, Discovery,

Disputes and Litigation, 
Investigations and Remediation, 
leveraging market-leading 
technologies.

Deloitte helps you navigate complex

environmental policies around

the world. We advise you and

your investors on how to improve

performance, implement long-term

sustainable tax strategies and

understand the total tax contribution

you make to society.

Our team also provides guidance

on how to align recruitment,

retention and reward to sustainability

strategies, as well as how to

change employee behaviours to

improve engagement by making the

organisation greener and reducing

overheads.

Sustainability

& Climate
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Global
Boardroom
Program

Deloitte has established the following platforms to promote dialogue and share best practices to help clients to stay ahead 
in this fast changing environment:

Deloitte Asia
Pacific Centre
for Regulatory
Strategy

Financial institutions are under 
increasing pressure to meet 
international regulatory timelines 
while managing varied local 
regulatory requirements. Deloitte 
Asia Pacific’s Centre for Regulatory 
Strategy is designed to help our 
clients navigate these challenges by 
taking a forward-looking view of 
regulation and its implications for 
business strategy.

Through regular dialogue with 
financial institutions, trade 
associations and other
regulatory stakeholders, our expert 
teams help you stay ahead of 
evolving regulatory trends and 
effectively integrate the regulatory 
outlook into your long-term business 
strategy. 

Deloitte SEA’s Center for Corporate 
Governance brings together the 
knowledge and experience of 
Deloitte member firms around the 
world.

We promote dialogue between 
business leaders, investors, the 
accounting profession, academia 
and government on issues such as 
board oversight of management, 
director effectiveness, audit 
committee effectiveness and 
executive compensation. Our 
insights and solutions help 
directors and board members 
deliver value to the organisations 
they serve. This allows them to 
maintain high levels of quality and 
integrity, which in turn sustains the 
trust of clients, capital markets and 
the public.

Deloitte Asia
Pacific Financial
Crime Strategy
Network

Financial crime has become a major 
issue as business leaders grapple 
with complex and fast-evolving local, 
regional and global regulations and 
enforcement.

Comprising eight practices in Asia 
Pacific (Australia, China, India, Japan, 
Korea, New Zealand, Southeast Asia 
and Taiwan), Deloitte Asia Pacific’s 
Financial Crime Network offers 
clients ‘best-in-class’ technologies 
and advanced analytics to provide 
insights into the risks that matter. 
We have a readily deployable suite of 
solutions that can accelerate 
outcomes across a wide range of 
industries. We keep innovating to 
create solutions that are faster, 
better and more cost-effective.

Deloitte IFRS
Center
of Excellence

Drawing on deep, cross-industry 
knowledge of IFRS, tax compliance 
and data analytics, Deloitte’s IFRS 
Center of Excellence is a source of 
critical insight and advice for clients 
needing to stay up to date.

We will help you proactively manage 
the impact of IFRS on the reporting 
of your complex transactions. This 
allows you to respond quickly and 
appropriately. Our integrated 
solutions are supported by 
comprehensive analysis of the 
relevant IFRS guidance, applied to 
particular facts and circumstances in 
the region and globally. 

Sustainability & 
Climate Centre 
of Excellence

The Deloitte Sustainability & Climate 
Centre of Excellence (S&C CoE) aims 
to accelerate efforts on emerging 
sustainability and climate issues, 
specifically designed to serve our 
clients across the SEA region as they 
define a path to a more sustainable 
future. The S&C CoE comes as part of 
Deloitte's global efforts to assemble 
one of the largest global networks of 
sustainability experience including an 
overall investment of US$1 billion in 
client-related services, data-driven 
research, assets and capabilities. 

The S&C CoE will develop and deploy 
the latest thought leadership, 
research, and solutions in the SEA 
region. The S&C CoE will bring 
together advisory, assurance, audit, 
consulting, finance, and tax services 
and will equip Deloitte’s professionals 
and client network in SEA with the 
skillset and knowledge to further this 
societal imperative.
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Capitalizing on digital and technology 

innovation 

Digital technology has changed the face of business, making innovation a key organizational capability. More than mere 

product development, innovation means thinking outside the box to find new ways to engage with customers while 

streamlining back-office operations. This includes building new structures, identifying new business models, launching new 

offerings and ultimately establishing a new position within the digital marketplace.  

Current market volatility, heightened regulatory activity and increasing customer demands have also led to an increasing 

demand for the innovative use of technology systems to enable agility, transparency and efficiency. Enhanced data 

capabilities can help companies to better understand customer profitability, improve their risk management, manage their 

businesses more effectively and respond to the growing number of regulatory requests. Businesses require a digital 

transformation strategy if they are to stay relevant, competitive and grow. 

Deloitte’s value 

 

Our professionals help clients resolve their information and technology challenges by identifying potential disruptors, developing 

strategies to address disruption and executing business transformation activities such as new services, business models, and markets. 

Our ability to orchestrate ecosystems and build alliances with leading digital innovators enhance our ability to offer comprehensive solutions 

that address our clients’ needs. 
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Technology

consulting

Deloitte

Digital

Technology strategy

and architecture

Technology

integration

Information

management services

We advise clients in developing 
and executing technology 
strategies that drive exceptional 
business value. By providing 
leading practices, thought 
leadership, tools and accelerators 
to drive value quickly, we support 
our clients through the solution 
lifecycle from initial technology-
enabled innovation leading to 
strategy and architecture, and 
working with our implementation 
practices to operationalise new 
solutions.

Our people will help you solve

your toughest challenges through 
applied innovation – backed by 
worldwide resources, deep strategic 
alliances and fullspectrum delivery 
across strategy, implementation, 
management and operations. From 
requirements to architecture, testing 
to deployment and beyond, we bring

an integrated ‘whole company’ 
perspective to every project. As 
Deloitte has strong alliances with 
leading technology organisations 
such as Oracle, SAP, Salesforce and 
Workday, our professionals possess 
extensive knowledge of the various 
applications and technology available 
to deliver the solutions that our 
clients need to drive digital 
transformation in their organisations. 

Deloitte Digital delivers strategy, 
mobile, social, web, cloud and digital 
content management solutions that 
combine cutting-edge creative 
thinking with trusted business and 
technology experience. Our ability to

orchestrate ecosystems and build 
alliances with leading digital 
innovators means we can support 
organisations right across the digital 
life cycle. Our solutions range from 
working to define a bold digital 
strategy to designing and building an 
online and mobile presence. We use 
agile methods that move quickly 
from digital concept to digital reality

We assist clients in designing, 
developing, and implementing 
technology and processes to 
enable efficient information 
capture, archival, analysis and 
distribution. This ensures that the 
right information is delivered to 
the right people at the right time.

Technology devices are now 
being linked to everything and 
this constant connectivity has 
increased the amount of 
information available, changed 
infrastructure requirements, and 
necessitated a strategy to use it 
all well. We help clients to solve 
business challenges through the 
integration of technology and 
better manage their portfolio of 
technology assets. 

We provide the following services to help you capitalise on innovation while solving your technology challenges:
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Consumer including Automotive; 

Consumer Products; Retail, 

Wholesale & Distribution Transportation,

Hospitality & Services

Energy, Resources & Industrials

including Energy & Chemicals; 

Industrial Products & Construction and 
Mining & Metals

Financial Services including

Banking & Capital Markets;

Insurance; Investment

Management; and Real Estate

Government & Public Services

including Central Government;

and Health & Human Services

Life Sciences

& Health Care

Technology,

Media & Telecom,

including Sports Business

Gaining competitive edge in your industry
What works in one industry may not work in another. With our deep industry expertise, we are able to focus on the specific 
needs and challenges of your business, to help you gain competitive advantage in the following industries:

Deloitte’s value

Deloitte SEA’s Industry Programme consists of numerous practitioners with industry-specific expertise who focus on 6 core industries and 
20 sectors.

Having deep industry insights, our specialists provide comprehensive, integrated solutions to address the challenges that clients face in 
the specific sectors that they operate in. In addition, by collaborating with industry experts in our global network, we share accumulated 
experience and analyse industry trends, thus enabling us to provide cutting-edge advice to help our clients stay ahead in this dynamic 
market environment.

Center for the Edge

Deloitte’s Center for the Edge 

develops original research 

and substantive perspectives 

on new corporate growth. The 

Center started in Silicon Valley, 

and has since expanded with 

teams in Europe, Australia 

and Southeast Asia. We help 

senior executives make sense 

of and profit from emerging 

opportunities on the edge of 

business and technology.

A series of rapid market shifts in technology, society and the environment are reshaping the 

global economy and mounting pressure on organisations to stay ahead to changing consumer 

expectations and intensifying competition. To seize the opportunities in this fast-changing 

business environment, leaders must be quick to make strategic decisions in the midst of

uncertainties so that they can drive the changes to create an environment that is favourable to 

them.

Deloitte’s Center for the Edge helps leaders understand the fundamental changes shaping 

the world today, navigate the short-term challenges and identify long-term opportunities for 

exceptional performance. We do this by encouraging out-of-the-box thinking on a range of 

topics including growth, strategy, talent, innovation, performance and transformation.

In a world that defies prediction, we assist clients in using the ‘Zoom out, Zoom in’ approach to 

strategy. This will allow our clients to focus attention and resources on the initiatives that will 

have the most impact while still pursuing long-term strategies for a future that may look very 

different from today. By using two parallel time horizons - one that is 10 to 20 years out and 

one that is six to 12 months out - leaders can step out of their comfort zones to align on a 

future while also boosting short-term impact and developing capabilities for the long term.
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While headwinds and uncertainties in the environment can be

unsettling, they can also be opportunities waiting to be seized. A global

societal shock, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, forces companies and entire

industries to rethink and transform their business models. At Deloitte, we help

company executives plan and prepare their organisations for possible rough weather

and how to capitalise on the volatility. 

Leading in volatile times

As a direct response, Deloitte focuses on 6 functional areas to

enable organisations to respond, recover, and thrive amidst a

crisis, so that they can emerge stronger, more sustainable, and

resilient in facing the next wave of volatility.

Talent & Strategy

Digital

Capabilities

Customer

Engagement

Command

Centre

Business Continuity

& Financing

Supply Chain

2 3
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Deloitte’s Resilient Leadership framework defines three time frames of any crisis:

Near term: Immediate
Immediate response to 

manage continuity

Long term: 3 – 5 years
Long term macro scenarios that

inform of the next normal

Medium term: 3-12 months
Choices and actions to take

to ensure recovery

Thrive1 Respond

Planning for or responding to a downturn

Through our conversations with global CxOs, we have developed a deeper understanding of the pressing issues affecting organisations today, and have identified the 6 
needs for businesses when planning for or responding to a downturn:

Set the foundation

Create a resilient and

agile organisation that is

prepared for volatile times.

Defend and drive revenues

Identify opportunities to

improve top line growth.

Reduce and manage costs

Increase margin and operation 
profit to counteract impact to 
revenue.

Optimise assets, liabilities

and equity

Curate the portfolio of assets;

strengthen the balance sheet;

and manage for cash. 

Accelerate digitalisation

Use technology and data to enable 
growth, decrease costs, and evolve as an 
insights-driven organisations.

Manage expectations

Align and fulfil stakeholder expectations, 
and proactively address risks created by 
volatile conditions.

Assess long-term macro-scenarios to determine
medium-term recovery actions

Recover
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About Deloitte Vietnam 
Deloitte Vietnam, a pioneer in the Advisory and Audit industry with over 30 years of experience in the Vietnam market, is part of the 

Deloitte Global network, one of the four largest professional services organizations in the world. With over 1,200 professional staff 

in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City offices, Deloitte Vietnam brings in-depth local understanding of Vietnam regulations and business 

environment and the full strength of Deloitte Asia Pacific members to help our clients succeed.  

 

Through our extensive network, Deloitte Vietnam delivers value-added services in Audit & Assurance, Consulting, Financial 

Advisory, Risk Advisory and Tax & Legal. 

 

Our client service teams help create powerful business solutions for local and multinational companies and organizations. This 

integrated approach combines insight and innovation from multiple disciplines with industry expertise of Deloitte Vietnam to help 

our clients exceed their expectations. 

 

With the power of Deloitte Asia Pacific and the vision of the Deloitte Global network, Deloitte Vietnam is dedicated to providing superior 

client services with professional objectivity to preserve the trust of our clients 

 

More than

30 years in 
Vietnam

Comprise over

1,200 
professionals

02 offices
In Hanoi & 

Ho Chi Minh City
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Full service offerings

Audit & 
Assurance

Tax & 
Legal

Risk 
Advisory

Consulting Financial 
Advisory

Forensic
• Financial Crime
• Investigations & Crisis Support
• Discovery & Data Governance
• Contract Lifecycle Management 

Mergers and acquisitions
• Corporate Finance & M&A Strategy
• Acquisition Vendor Diligence 

Services
• Valuation & Modeling
• Post Merger Integration & 

Divestiture
• Value Creation Services

Restructuring and Capital Projects
• Turnaround & Restructuring
• Infrastructure & Capital Projects
• Economics and Environmental, 

Social, and Governance (ESG)

• Investment Advisory
• Licensing
• Direct & Indirect Tax Compliance
• Global Employer Services
• Tax Incentive Screening & Planning
• Tax Retainer
• M&A
• Transaction Advisory
• Tax Due Diligence
• International Tax
• Liquidation Advisory
• Profit Repatriation Compliance
• Transfer Pricing
• Trade Operation
• Tax Controversy

• Artificial Intelligence and Data
• Customer & Marketing
• Core Business Operations
• Human Capital
• Enterprise Technology & 

Performance

Accounting & internal controls
• Controllership, accounting & 

reporting
• Digital controls 
• Internal audit
• IT security & specialized assurance
• Treasury
• Fraud risk management
• Enterprise risk management
• Business process control 

improvement

Cyber & strategic risk
• Sustainability & Climate
• Crisis & resilience
• Cyber
• Extended enterprise
• Strategy & Brand
• Business continuity management

Regulatory & legal support
• Financial crime 
• Financial industry risk & regulatory
• Regulatory & compliance

Other Offerings (GRA)

Audit
• Statutory audit
• Review engagement
• Audit for special purpose
• Audit of internal control over 

financial reporting
• Other audit services

Accounting and Reporting 
Advisory
• Accounting & financial reporting 

support
• Learning Support

Disruptive Events Advisory

Accounting Operations Advisory
• Accounting Diagnostics and 

Enhancement
• Accounting Infrastructure and 

Sourcing
• Internal Financial Controls 

Assurance Services
• Finance Workshops

Business Assurance
• Corporate Reporting 

Transformation & Assurance 
Services

• Financial Services Regulatory 
Assurance

• Algorithm Assurance Services
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WorldClass

‘WorldClass’ is our global effort 
designed to use our skills, 
experience, scale and commitment 
to prepare and empower people to 
take advantage of the digital 
economy through access to 
education and training. We have 
set ourselves an ambitious goal to 
support 50 million individuals and 
better prepare them for a world of 
opportunity by 2030. 

In Vietnam, WorldClass is 
committed to impacting 575,000 
futures by 2030. Deloitte Vietnam 
has actively implemented initiatives 
such as Lighting up your future; the 
Blue Kite Foundation and the Blue 
Sailing Foundation.

Deloitte’s Purpose
Deloitte’s Purpose is to make an impact that matters for our people, 
our clients and society. This includes:

• Serving clients distinctively, bringing innovative insights, solving 
complex challenges and unlocking sustainable growth.

• Inspiring our talented professionals to deliver outstanding value 
by, providing an exceptional career experience and an inclusive 
and collaborative culture.

• Contributing to society, building confidence and trust in the 
markets, upholding the integrity of organisations and 
supporting our communities.

Deeper still, we are guided to make an enduring impact through 
our shared values, which are:

– Lead the way

– Serve with integrity

– Take care of each other

– Foster inclusion

– Collaborate for measurable impact

Corporate responsibility
Deloitte’s service extends beyond our clients to the communities in which we are based. Through their professional and personal examples, our people seek 
to ‘give back’ by dedicating their time and expertise to community causes. This takes various forms, from strategic partnersh ips with charities to skills-based 
volunteering and financial donations. 

WorldClimate

At Deloitte, we recognise that 
change starts within and 
WorldClimate, our climate strategy, 
recognises the potential an 
organisation our size has to affect 
the environment.

Through WorldClimate, we have set 
and met higher standards for 
ourselves. We are committed to 
achieving net-zero greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions by 2030 for our 
own operations, and work to 
embed sustainability through our 
internal climate policies and 
practices. As we commit to these 
targets, we continue to work to 
impact the world to take individual 
and collective climate action 
alongside our clients and 
communities. We will also engage 
ecosystem participants to address 
responsible climate choices at a 
systems level while we enhance our 
reputation as a thought leader and 
foremost provider of climate-
specific professional services.

ALLIN

Accelerating gender and inclusion 
strategy is designed to deliver 
exceptional experiences, outline 
Deloitte’s commitment to diversity 
and inclusion, and to accelerating 
representation of women in 
leadership roles. Deloitte has 
reinforced its commitment to 
maintaining an organization where 
everyone has equal opportunity to 
grow, develop, and succeed; to 
essentially be their truest selves, 
both professionally and personally.

Impact Every Day

An initiative aimed at helping 
society through pro bono, 
knowledge sharing, and traditional 
volunteering activities. It provides 
an opportunity for Deloitte 
professionals to put their passion, 
determination and skills to use for 
the benefit of their communities. 
Aligned with Deloitte’s global 
corporate responsibility strategy, 
IMPACT Day is an opportunity to 
participate in a wide variety of 
projects, ranging from skill-based 
activities to traditional volunteering 
and pro bono work.
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For over 175 years, we have worked with leaders around the world—from the Global 500® to private businesses—to help 
them build better futures. With a workforce made up of the industry’s greatest minds, we continue to shape the future by 
delivering real, measurable results. 

Total revenue Total headcount

Deloitte Global

Award & Recognition

• Deloitte recognised as the strongest and most 
valuable commercial services brand in the world by 
Brand Finance’s Global 500 for the 5th year 
consecutive year by (2019 – 2023)

• Deloitte named as The Fortune World’s Best 
Workplaces™ 2022 by Great Place to Work®

• Deloitte recognised with top tier rankings in 2023 
World Tax and World Transfer Pricing Guides

• Deloitte recognised by Mergermarket as the #1 
Global M&A Financial Advisor in 2022

150 countries & 
territories
Located across

Serving 
nearly 90% 

of Fortune Global 
500® 

1.1 M
Hours spent on 

volunteer & pro-bono 
efforts

41%
Decrease in gross 

greenhouse emissions 
since 2019

Over the years, Deloitte SEA, which comprises practices in Vietnam Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand, has evolved into an organisation that thrives on
driving change and making a real impact. Our success comes from two distinctive competitive advantages: our 
one-member firm geographical structure and our multidisciplinary model, built on a strong consulting practice.

Deloitte Southeast Asia

Deloitte SEA and the Deloitte firms in Australia, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, South Asia and Taiwan have 
joined together to create Deloitte Asia Pacific.

We are ‘One Deloitte’ for the Asia Pacific marketplace, and clients reap the benefit of our combined pool of 
expertise and specialist skills. In addition, our combined size and scale gives us the ability to invest more heavily 
in local markets and to continue to offer innovative services and solutions where and when they are needed.

Deloitte Asia Pacific

China (incl. Mongolia) 

20,644
Korea
2,596

Japan
16,454

Taiwan
4,063

SEA
12,951

East Asia

19,186

Australia 

11,466

New Zealand 

1,669 people

• Deloitte Receives 2023 SAP® Pinnacle Award in Five 
Categories

• Deloitte named a leader in 2022 Gartner® Magic 
Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, 
Worldwide

• Deloitte Digital Recognised by MuleSoft With Six 
Awards, including Global Partner of the Year

8
Geographical 

areas
Southeast Asia, 
Australia, China, 

Japan, Korea, New 

Zealand, South Asia 

and Taiwan 

>4.500 
Partners

>87.600 
Professionals

FY2021               FY2022              FY2023

456,826 
(+10.9%)

FY2021 FY2022             FY2023

$59.3B

$50.2B

345,374 
(+3.2%)

411,951
(+19,3%)

54% 46%$64.9B
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Executives

Pham Van Thinh (Mr.)
CEO
thpham@deloitte.com

Tran Thi Thuy Ngoc (Ms.)
Deputy CEO
ntran@deloitte.com

Ivan Pham (Mr.)
Risk Advisory
National Leader
ivanpham@deloitte.com

Function

Tran Dinh Nghi Ha (Mr.)
Audit & Assurance 
National Leader
hatran@deloitte.com

Thomas McClelland (Mr.)
Tax & Legal
National Leader
tmcclelland@deloitte.com

Le Viet Anh Phong (Mr.)
Financial Advisory 
National Leader
phongle@deloitte.com

Vo Thai Hoa (Mr.)
Managing Director of HCMC office
hvo@deloitte.com
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Industry

Tran Thi Thuy Ngoc (Ms.)
Financial Services Leader 
ntran@deloitte.com

Vo Hiep Van An (Ms.)
Consumer Leader 
avo@deloitte.com

Pham Hoai Nam (Mr.)
Energy, Resources 
& Industrials Leader
npham@deloitte.com

Nguyen Thi Anh Tho (Ms.)
Government 
& Public Services Leader
thonguyen@deloitte.com

Nguyen Thi Thanh Thuy (Ms.)
Life Sciences 
& Health Care Leader
thunguyen@deloitte.com

Tran Xuan Anh (Mr.)
Technology, Media 
& Telecom Leader
atran@deloitte.com

Special market segment

Bui Ngoc Tuan (Mr.)
Chinese Services Group 
Leader
tbui@deloitte.com

Bui Tuan Minh (Mr.)
Korean Services Group Leader
Deloitte Private Leader
mbui@deloitte.com

Bob Fletcher (Mr.)
European Services Group Leader
fletcherbob@deloitte.com

Phan Vu Hoang (Mr.)
Japanese Services Group
Leader
hoangphan@deloitte.com
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related 
entities (collectively, the “Deloitte organization”). DTTL (also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms and re lated entities are 
legally separate and independent entities, which cannot obligate or bind each other in respect of third parties. DTTL and each DTTL member firm 
and related entity is liable only for its own acts and omissions, and not those of each other. DTTL does not provide services to clients. Please 
see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more.

Deloitte Asia Pacific Limited is a company limited by guarantee and a member firm of DTTL. Members of Deloitte Asia Pacific Limited and their 
related entities, each of which are separate and independent legal entities, provide services from more than 100 cities across the region, 
including Auckland, Bangkok, Beijing, Hanoi, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Manila, Melbourne, Osaka, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney, 
Taipei and Tokyo. 

About Deloitte Vietnam

In Vietnam, services are provided by separate and independent legal entities, each of which may be referred to or known as Deloitte Vietnam.

This communication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member 
firms or their related entities (collectively, the “Deloitte organization”) is, by means of this communication, rendering professional advice or 
services. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified 
professional adviser. 

No representations, warranties or undertakings (express or implied) are given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this 
communication, and none of DTTL, its member firms, related entities, employees or agents shall be liable or responsible for any loss or damage 
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly in connection with any person relying on this communication. DTTL and each of its member firms, and 
their related entities, are legally separate and independent entities.

© 2024 Deloitte Vietnam

Hanoi
15th Floor, Vinaconex Building,
34 Lang Ha Street, Dong Da District,
Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: +84 24 7105 0 000
Fax: +84 24 6288 5678

Website : www.deloitte.com/vn
Email : deloittevietnam@deloitte.com

Ho Chi Minh City
18th Floor, Times Square Building,
57-69F Dong Khoi Street, District 1,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: +84 28 7101 4555
Fax: +84 28 3910 0750

http://www.deloitte.com/about
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